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1. The sound  /j/   is pronounced in the word..............     a) how    b) veil c) mouth d) Europe 

2. The bold letters in " conquest " are pronounced....... a) /ʊ/     b) /ʌ/ c) /w/  d) /ɔː/  

3. Decide which word has a different pronunciation of the final /s/ sound: 

A. Hates  B. Sleeps  C. Miles  D. Books 

4. Choose the word which has a different pronunciation of the final /ed/ sound: 

A. Laughed  B. Baked  C. Rained  D. Dropped 

5. The First sound in “Vehicle" is............. a) voiced       b) voiceless      c) diphthong             d) semivowels   

6. The First sound in “Phone" is............. a) voiced       b) voiceless      c) diphthong             d) semivowels   

7.The underlined letter in “measure” are pronounced.......... a) /g/         b) /ʃ/        c) /ʤ/               d) /ʒ/       

8. How is /ed/ pronounced in “played” ………..                a) /t/          b) /d/       c) /Id/              d) /It/   

9.How is /ed/ pronounced in “watched”……….             a) /t/          b) /d/       c) /Id/              d) /It/   

10. How is /s/ pronounced in “s”…………                  a) /s/          b) /z/        c) /Is/              d) /Iz/   

11. John is in the library now. He ------------- for three hours. 

A. reads  B. is reading  C. has been reading D. has read 

12. The children -------- in the garden for two hours before it started to rain.  

A. are playing    B. have played  

C. will have been playing   D. had been playing 

13. John --------- for the company for thirty years by the time he retires next month.  

A. has worked   B. had worked  

C. will have been working D. will work 

14. Does Pedro --------------- to work every morning? 

A. walk  B. walks  C. walked  D. will walk 

15. What you are talking about? I --------------- you. 

A. not understand     B. don't understand    

C. am not understanding    D. not understanding 

16. Did you --------------- your work? 

A. finish B. finished  C. have finished     D. had finished 

17. My friend --------------- her apartment. 

A. don't like  B. doesn't like C. isn't liking     D. isn't being liked 

18. Do you --------------- for this company? 

A. work B. working  C. are working  D. have worked 

19. My brother --------------- no job right now. 

A. has  B. have  C. doesn't have          D. isn't having 

20. Ali --------------- in class tomorrow. 

A. won't B. won't to be C. won't have been  D. won't be 

21. Carbon (C) is a ……………… 

A. metal  B. non-metal   C. metallic   D. non-metallic 

22. Copper (Cu) is a …………… metal. 

A. ferrous  B. non-ferrous   C. compound  D. composite 

23. Aluminum (Al) is a common ………………. 

A. metal  B. metallic   C. non-metal   D. non-metallic 

24. Steel (Fe + C) is a widely used ………….. metal. 



A. ferrous  B. non-ferrous   C. composite  D. compound 

25. Although it is widely used in steel, carbon is …………… 

A. metal  B. metallic   C. non-metal   D. non-metallic 

26. Aluminum is relatively lightweight for a ………………. metal. 

A. composite  B. non-metal   C. metallic  D. non-metallic 

27. A stretching force is called …………….. 

A. tension  B. compression  C. deformation  D. extension 

28. A crushing force is called ……………….. 

A. tension  B. compression  C. deformation  D. extension 

29. Extension is also called ………………. 

A. tension  B. compression  C. deformation  D. elongation 

30. Tension causes extension or …………… 

A. tensile  B. compression  C. deformation  D. elongation 

31. Tension or compression cause ……………… 

A. deform  B. tensile   C. deformation  D. deformed 

32. In order for a spring to compress or extend, then return to its original shape, it must be 

……….. 

A. elastic  B. plastic   C. stiff    D. brittle 

Match the two parts of these collocations: 

33. Bumper   a .quantity 

34. Endless   b. fees 

35. Astronomical  c. supply 

36. Sheer   d. crop 

Decide whether the sentences are true or false, If True choose (A) If False choose (B):- 

37. The elements that make up a compound are chemically bound.   

38. Alloys are chemical compounds that are frequently used in engineering. 

39. Alloys can contain both metallic and non-metallic constituents.  

40. In an alloy, an alloying metal is the biggest constituent by percentage. 
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Model Answer 

1. The sound  /j/   is pronounced in the word..............     a) how    b) veil c) mouth d) Europe 

2. The bold letters in " conquest " are pronounced....... a) /ʊ/     b) /ʌ/ c) /w/  d) /ɔː/  

3. Decide which word has a different pronunciation of the final /s/ sound: 

A. Hates  B. Sleeps  C. Miles  D. Books 

4. Choose the word which has a different pronunciation of the final /ed/ sound: 

A. Laughed  B. Baked  C. Rained  D. Dropped 

5. The First sound in “Vehicle" is............. a) voiced       b) voiceless      c) diphthong             d) semivowels   

6. The First sound in “Phone" is............. a) voiced       b) voiceless      c) diphthong             d) semivowels   

7.The underlined letter in “measure” are pronounced.......... a) /g/         b) /ʃ/        c) /ʤ/               d) /ʒ/       

8. How is /ed/ pronounced in “played” ………..                a) /t/          b) /d/       c) /Id/              d) /It/   

9.How is /ed/ pronounced in “watched”……….             a) /t/          b) /d/       c) /Id/              d) /It/   

10. How is /s/ pronounced in “s”…………                  a) /s/          b) /z/        c) /Is/              d) /Iz/   

11. John is in the library now. He ------------- for three hours. 

A. reads  B. is reading  C. has been reading D. has read 

12. The children -------- in the garden for two hours before it started to rain.  

A. are playing    B. have played  

C. will have been playing   D. had been playing 

13. John --------- for the company for thirty years by the time he retires next month.  

A. has worked   B. had worked  

C. will have been working D. will work 

14. Does Pedro --------------- to work every morning? 

A. walk  B. walks  C. walked  D. will walk 

15. What you are talking about? I --------------- you. 

A. not understand     B. don't understand    

C. am not understanding    D. not understanding 

16. Did you --------------- your work? 

A. finish B. finished  C. have finished     D. had finished 

17. My friend --------------- her apartment. 

A. don't like  B. doesn't like C. isn't liking     D. isn't being liked 

18. Do you --------------- for this company? 

A. work B. working  C. are working  D. have worked 

19. My brother --------------- no job right now. 

A. has  B. have  C. doesn't have          D. isn't having 

20. Ali --------------- in class tomorrow. 

A. won't B. won't to be C. won't have been  D. won't be 

21. Carbon (C) is a ……………… 

A. metal  B. non-metal   C. metallic   D. non-metallic 

22. Copper (Cu) is a …………… metal. 

A. ferrous  B. non-ferrous   C. compound  D. composite 

23. Aluminum (Al) is a common ………………. 

A. metal  B. metallic   C. non-metal   D. non-metallic 



24. Steel (Fe + C) is a widely used ………….. metal. 

A. ferrous  B. non-ferrous   C. composite  D. compound 

25. Although it is widely used in steel, carbon is …………… 

A. metal  B. metallic   C. non-metal   D. non-metallic 

 

26. Aluminum is relatively lightweight for a ………………. metal. 

A. composite  B. non-metal   C. metallic  D. non-metallic 

27. A stretching force is called …………….. 

A. tension  B. compression  C. deformation  D. extension 

28. A crushing force is called ……………….. 

A. tension  B. compression  C. deformation  D. extension 

29. Extension is also called ………………. 

A. tension  B. compression  C. deformation  D. elongation 

30. Tension causes extension or …………… 

A. tensile  B. compression  C. deformation  D. elongation 

31. Tension or compression cause ……………… 

A. deform  B. tensile   C. deformation  D. deformed 

32. In order for a spring to compress or extend, then return to its original shape, it must be 

……….. 

A. elastic  B. plastic   C. stiff    D. brittle 

Match the two parts of these collocations: 

33. Bumper (d)  a .quantity 

34. Endless (c)  b. fees 

35. Astronomical (b) c. supply 

36. Sheer (a)  d. crop 

Decide whether the sentences are true or false, If True choose (A) If False choose (B):- 

37. The elements that make up a compound are chemically bound.  (True) 

38. Alloys are chemical compounds that are frequently used in engineering. (False) 

39. Alloys can contain both metallic and non-metallic constituents.  ( True) 

40. In an alloy, an alloying metal is the biggest constituent by percentage.  (False) 
 

 

 

 

 


